52	BEYOND HORIZONS
and we had to brush away in the zero temperatures the powdery
crystals in order to find bare, frozen ground in which to drive our
stakes. When the cold weather came, the Indians installed tin stoves
in their tipis. These had to be stoked with wood every three hours;
but although no watch was kept and the Ojibways all slept at once,
somebody would always wake up at the exact time and replenish
the stove.
Having an interest in something, too, showed me that I could
learn as easily as any other man. Although I did not especially
covet promotion, in the autumn I was raised to chain-man with the
survey-party. When at the end of winter our cleared and staked
loute reached the outskirts of Winnipeg, I had changed from a
callow college youth into a bronzed and toughened man of the
open. For a year I had been eating with the appetite of a wolf,
yet I did not have an ounce of fat in my body. I was drawn to the
wire edge of condition, hard as nails and fit for any trial of physical
endurance.
VII   THE RIM OF THE UNKNOWN
A
 I look back on them now, I realise that those months along
the English River were the happiest of my life. If they were
ever matched afterwards, it was four years later, when I was
town-site engineer for the Grand Trunk at Prince Rupert and lived
in my log hut above the booming coast of the North Pacific.
When we reached Winnipeg that spring, Engineer Allen found
a commission to go on and make the exploratory survey of the
Beaver Hills section in Saskatchewan. He had to recruit a new
gang for this, and I jumped at the chance to enlist, putting in
the entire summer and autumn of 1904 on the prairies of the young
province.
This was different work than we had known along the English
River and not nearly so pleasant. We were cutting a straight line
through swamps, wading waist-deep much of the time and grub-
bing willows out of gumbo muck. We seemed to be always wet,

